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Every GRIDSCAPE™ enclosure is made from anodized 
aluminum, ensuring that the shower door framework 
will not rust over time.

Coastal products can arrive pretreated with Coastal 
Clarity®, a proprietary sealant that prevents hard 
water spots and reduces time spent cleaning glass.

®

With more applications for architects and easier steps 
for installers, the solid surface design increases options, 
reduces labor costs and simplifies the process of any 
potential repairs.

Our white glove mentality ensures that every piece is 
handled with complete care. With bespoke solutions 
specifically designed to define, your vision for a luxurious 
bath space comes to life effortlessly and beautifully.

Modern, sleek lines enhance the beauty and functionality 
of this affordable shower door enclosure line.
 
•  Heavy-duty extruded towel bar with standard finger pulls 
•  Stay-clean, self-draining track eliminates cleaning commonly 
   associated with bypass shower doors
•  H-shaped wall jambs are notched to fit securely over 
   stay-clean sill
•  Standard jamb alignment guide to insure proper fit 
   of inside panel

Paragon® 3/16 Frameless
The frameless design of the Paragon® 3/16 in. enhances and 
visually opens your bath area, providing a more expansive 
feel at a remarkably affordable price.
 
•  3/16 in. clear, heavy sliding glass
•  Stay-clean self-draining track and adjustable rollers 
•  New dual-durometer snap-in center guide
•  1 in. wall jambs allow for maximum adjustment 
•  Pre-assembled hanger brackets

Challenger
The Challenger offers great value for those seeking a sleek, 
modern design. Easy to install thanks to its out-of-plumb 
adjustment and jamb alignment guide, this upscale bath 
enclosure comes with a stylish towel bar and beautiful finishes.
 
•  Available in obscure or clear tempered glass 
•  Complete wrap-around vinyl glazing 
•  Out-of-plumb panel adjustment
•  1-person install
•  Stay-clean bottom track + snap-in center guide
•  Nylon ball-bearing adjustable rollers

Paragon® 3/8 Frameless
Heavy tempered panels glide smoothly inside 
an architecturally sculpted header for a clean, 
luxurious enclosure.
 
•  3/8 in. clear, heavy sliding glass.  
•  Stay-clean track and adjustable rollers 
•  Choice of through-glass handles 
•  H-shaped wall jamb
•  Rounded euroheader

Newport

Volté
Less is more when it comes to making a statement with our Volté 
shower door. The minimalist design conveys power and presence. 
The top rail allows for both doors to slide open while anti-jumping 
rollers prevent the doors from sliding off.
 
• 3/8 in. tempered glass
• Chrome, brushed steel, and oil rubbed bronze hardware   
  finishes available
• Adjustable rollers for smooth sliding
• Multiple handle options available
• Optional stainless steel perimeter channels available 
  for maximum water retention 

Tri-Pass Frameless
The TRI Pass Frameless is a three panel design which 
allows for greater accessibility.
 
•  3/16 in. glass thickness
•  Available in obscure or clear tempered glass 
•  Sliding panels to maximize egress
•  1-person install
•  Made in the USA

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Oil Rubbed Bronze

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Steel Oil Rubbed Bronze

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Oil Rubbed Bronze

Finishes:

Platinum

D E S I G N  T O  D E F I N E

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Oil Rubbed Bronze

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Oil Rubbed Bronze



Illusion Series

Value Line

A sleek, frameless swing collection offering the 
ultimate solution for an all-glass, seamless door 
with a luxury look and feel.

•   Obstruction-free access with headerless design 
•   Customizable with ladder-pull or C-pull handle
•   Polycarbonate strike assembly and sweep

With sturdy 3/8 in. panels and a unique headerless 
design, both pivot and wall-mounted hinge showers 
achieve a beautifully open look and feel.

•  Custom configurations for secure fits
•  Through-glass handles for a smooth, finished look

Legend + Inline
The Legend Series framed shower door is easily installed 
in minutes for a classic look for your bath. The modular 
construction and telescoping wall jambs allow for easy 
out-of-plumb adjustment with just a few, simple pieces 
and clear, simple instructions. 
 
•  Continuous hinge 
•  Integrated handles 
•  Out-of-plumb adjust ment
•  Available in clear or obscure glass

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Black Bronze

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Black Bronze

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Black Bronze

What happens when inspiration, innovation and dedication come together? 

We invite you to find out.  

 

Coastal combines cutting-edge manufacturing with ultramodern design 

to create the industry’s finest bath and shower enclosures. We regularly 

create custom enclosures from concept to completion. It’s time to enliven 

your bath space with luxurious design and live, beautifully.

coastalshowerdoors.com

Paragon® Framed
Durable in quality and sleek in design, the Paragon® Framed 
shower door is a popular choice for your bath space upgrade. 
With easy installation, this enclosure creates a timeless look in 
hardly any time at all.
 
•  Adjustable jambs
•  Full-length magnet 
•  Custom configurations available
•  1-person installation

Paragon® 1/4 Frameless
Towel bars mounted through sturdy tempered glass panels add 
a touch of architectural elegance to the shower door design.
 
•  1/4 in. glass with radius-style curved towel bar
•  Self-draining bottom track with jamb-alignment guides
•  Dual durometer center guide for solid sliding operation
•  Through-glass handles
•  U-shaped wall jam and rounded euroheader
•  Adjustable rollers
•  Custom configurations available

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Oil Rubbed Bronze

Our original, groundbreaking design. Featuring horizontal 
and vertical mullions with the option of a true divided-light 
transom, the swing configuration makes a statement that 
truly defines bath spaces. 

•  Variety of handle types available
•  Customize any configuration
•  Mix and match glass styles and textures
•  Multi-functional shower door and panel solution  
•  Customizable handle options

Finishes:

Chrome Black Bronze

Paragon® Framed Bi-Fold
Designed to fit into the tight confines of boats, recreational 
vehicles, residences with limited space and manufactured housing, 
this door is the answer to many of the space limitation problems 
that are prevalent in areas of restricted size.
 
•  Perfect for limited space shower applications
•  1-person installation
•  Full length built in handle
•  Anodized aluminum ensures shower door will not rust over time

Finishes:

Chrome

Paragon® Semi-Frameless
With unsurpassed quality as well as sleek, contemporary styling, 
the Paragon® Frameless hinge doors stand alone. Produced in a 
variety of sizes, this enclosure fits most every need.
 
•  Produced in sizes from 22 in. to 36 in.
•  Tight magnetic closure
•  Knock-on handle, c-pull or ladder-pull handle

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Oil Rubbed Bronze

Finishes:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Black Bronze

Create striking spaces that leave a lasting impression with 
this versatile, customizable unit that boasts all the style of 
a true divided-light design.

•  18 in. or 24 in. vertical square handle
•  Soft-close mechanism pre-installed in header
•  Smooth, gentle open and close, every time 
•  Mix and match glass styles and textures
•  Multi-functional shower door and panel solution 

Finishes:

Chrome Black Bronze

Gridscape® 2

Gridscape® 1


